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conference announcements

the japan association of language teachers JALT will sponsor the JALT international
conference on language teachingteachinglearningleLearningarning 1980 from november 22 24 at nanzanjanzan junior
college nagoya over 700 participants from near and abroad are expected for the conference
which will feature james alatis georgetown university joan morley university of
michigan gertrude moskowitz temple university and jack richards chinese university
hong kong

there will be over 80 presentations in the form of papers workshops and demonstra-
tions on relevant topics related to second language acquisition during the three days

for more information contact paul G laforge english department nanzanjanzan junior
college showa ku 19 hayato cho nagoya 466

the international conference on foreign language education and technology FLEAT
will be held august 19211921198121198119 21 1981 at the hotel okura in tokyo the conference is sponsoredcosponsoredco
by the language laboratory association of japan LLA and the national association of
learning laboratory directors NALLDNALILD the official language of the conference will be
english

advance registration for LLANALLD members is Y 10000 and Y 13000 for non
members abstracts of proposed papers for the conference are due at LLA or NALLD head-
quarters by november 313119801980
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otsuma womens university university of louisville
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the third national conference sponsored by the national association for asian and
pacific american education NAAPAE will be held april 23 24 and 25 1981 attheat the
sheraton waikiki hotel in honolulu hawaii the theme for this years conference is
education and change

possible topics for papers workshops and panel discussions include ethnoetheo pedagogy
learning stylescross cultural cognition discrimination researchaffirmativeresearch affirmative action programs
cross cultural counseling cross cultural education multiculturalbilingual educationesleducation ESL
ethnic studies in higher education pacific island studies adaptation and adjustment of recent
newcomers indochineseindo chinese refugee education and employment oral history global education
aboriginal hawaiianpacificHawaiian Pacific islander studies asian and pacific literature asian and pacific
languagesculturearea studies and program and student evaluation

for further details contact
dr teresita ramos conference chairperson
department of indo pacific languages
spaldingspalding461461
university of hawaii
honolulu HI 96822




